ABSTRACT. Let (X,4>) be a locally compact dynamical system, and Z+ x$ Ccj(X) the norm-closed subalgebra of the crossed product Z x^ Cq(X) generated by the nonnegative powers of <j> in case 0 is a homeomorphism.
1.2. Notation. The framework of our results is actually somewhat more general than that alluded to above. Let X be a locally compact metric space; instead of requiring a homeomorphism for the dynamics, we only require that <f>: X -+ X be a continuous and proper surjection. That gives rise to a continuous injective (star) endomorphism a of Co(X), a(f) = f o <f>. Let U be an operator defined formally by the condition fU = Uf o<¡>, f e C0(X), and denote by K(Z+,C0(X)) the associative algebra over the complex field generated by U and Cq(X). A typical element F of this algebra will have the form F = f0 + Ufi + ■ ■ ■ + Unfn for some nonnegative integer n and functions fo,fi,...,fn G Cq(X). Let 1% be the space of square summable sequences £ = (£")~=0, £" € C, ||£||2 = (ErT=o l£n|2)1/2, and, for each x € X, let n^ denote the representation of K(Z+ ,Cq(X)) in B(l2) given on the generators by n*(/)£ = (/(x)£o, / o ¿0)6, / o <¿2(x)6, • • • ), and n,(£Oí = (o,6>,6,É2...
-)-
A norm can be defined on K(Z+,C0(X)) by ||F|| = sup{HIL^F)!: x € X}. The completion of K(Z+ ,Cq(X)) with respect to this norm is called the semicrossed product of Cq(X) with 4>, and is denoted by Z+ x¿, Go(X).
To F G Z+ X0 Co(X) there corresponds, formally, a unique series £^L0 Un fn (fn £ Co(X)) (see III.3), called the Fourier series of F; the /" are called the Fourier coefficients. Although the partial sums of ^^L0 Unfn may not converge, it is Cesàro summable to F [11. II.2, Remark]. For convenience we will often write F = Zn=0Unfn- 1.3 . Contents.
§11 contains examples and notions from topological dynamics which will be used later. The ideal structure of Z+ x<l>Co(X) is determined in §111 for a free dynamical system (X, <f>). §IV concerns the conjugate space of Z+ x¿ Cq(X).
A partial classification of irreducible Banach modules of Z+ x¿, Cq(X) is presented in §V, and some related questions are discussed.
II. Topological dynamics.
ILL By a dynamical system (X, (¡>) we mean a locally compact metrizable space X together with a continuous and proper surjection </>: X -> X. (Recall that a map <f> is proper if the inverse image tp^1^) is compact for every compact K c X.) Let a be in the injective endomorphism of Cq(X), a(f) = f o tf>.
II.2. DEFINITIONS. If (X,<j>), (Y,ip) are dynamical systems, (Y,ip
) is a factor of (X, 4>) if there is a continuous and proper surjection p: X -y Y with tpop = po<f>. We also say that (X, </>) is an extension of (Y, xj)). By a covering system for a dynamical system (X, <fi) we mean an extension (X, <fi) such that </> is a homeomorphism and if (Xi, tfii) is any other extension of (X,(¡>) with <¡>i a homeomorphism, then (X, t¡>) is a factor of (Xi,<j>i). (This terminology is nonstandard.)
Although the existence of covering systems for dynamical systems is not new, it is perhaps worth noting that it follows from a general principle concerning extendability of endomorphisms.
By Proposition 1.8 of [11] , if a is an injective endomorphism of a G*-algebra 21, there is a G*-algebra B containing 21 as a subalgebra, and an automorphism ß of S such that a(x) = ß(x), x e 21. Furthermore it follows (from the proof) that (B,ß) can be chosen so that Un>o^~n(^) 's ^ense 'n 3 and hence
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use B is commutative if 21 is. So if 21 = C0(X), B = C0(X), ß(f) = /o 0 for some homeomorphism 0 of X (f G Co(X)). If j : 21 -> B is the inclusion, take p to be the transpose restricted to the extreme points of the probability measures on X. It is not hard to verify that (X, 0) is a factor of any extension (X\, <j>\) of (X, 0) where 4>i is a homeomorphism. Thus (X, 0) is a covering system of (X, <f>). Now we recall some standard terminology from dynamical systems. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system and xo G X. The point xo is said to be recurrent if, for any neighborhood V of xo, there is an integer n > 1 with 0n(x) G V. (Definition 1.1 of [6] .) A subset S C {0,1,2,... } = Z+ is called syndetic if there is a finite set 7 c Z+ such that S + 7 = Z+. xo is called almost periodic if for any neighborhood V of x0, {n e Z+: 0n(xo) G V} is syndetic.
(Some authors, e.g. [6] , call this property uniform recurrence.) A subset A C X is called a wandering set if the sets A,0-1(A),0_2(A),... are pairwise disjoint. A point xo € X is a wandering point if xo has an open neighborhood which is a wandering set. If Y C X is closed and <j)(Y) = Y, (Y,(¡>\y) (or simply (Y,0)) will be referred to as a subsystem of (X,0).
As these concepts will be fundamental to the next section, it is appropriate to give some examples here.
EXAMPLE II.2. Fix an orthogonal coordinate system and a unit length in the Euclidean plane R2. Let X" be the circle in R2 centered at (0, n + 1/n) with radius n, and R = {(x,y): y = 0}. Set X = \J™=1 XnUR, and give X the topology induced from R2. Define a homeomorphism 0: X -» X as follows: for each n, 0 maps Xn onto itself by counterclockwise rotation through an arc of unit length; 0 maps R to R by <f>(x, 0) -(x + 1,0). Since <f> rotates Xn through an irrational angle, the forward orbit {0fc(xo): k = 0,1,...} of any xo G X" is dense in X", and xo is almost periodic. Since every point (x,0) G R is a limit of points of Xn (n Î oo), the almost periodic points of X are dense. Although the system (X,(j>) has no wandering points, every point of the subsystem (R, <f>) is a wandering point of the subsystem (R, 0).
II.3. Here we will construct a dynamical system (X, <t>) with X compact, 0 noninvertible, such that the recurrent points of X form a dense subset and such that no recurrent point, with the exception of a single fixed point, is almost periodic.
Let A be a finite alphabet and <f> be the backward shift on Az : thus, 0(w) = u', where w'(n) = u)(n + 1). A word w G Az is recurrent iff u has the form
where a G A and u/1', u/2\u/3\... are words of finite length [6, Proposition 1.10]. In this example we take A = {0,1}, a = 1, and u/"' to be the word consisting of a block of n zeros. Let u have the form (*), and set X = 0 + (uj)~; that is, X is the closure in Az of the forward orbit 0 + (uj) = {u, <¡>(ijj), (t>2(u),... }, and (X, 0) is a subsystem of (Az , 0). Set ojq = (0,0,0,... ). Then wo G X; indeed, let ln be the number of letters which precede the first letter of (the first occurrence of) the word w'n' in w. Clearly, 0in(w) -> uj0. Next we show that wo is the only almost periodic point of X. For suppose wi ^ wo is another almost periodic point of X, and let n be a word (of finite length) in wi such that not all the letters of r¡ are zero. Now the occurrences of n in wr form a syndetic set [6, 1.22] ; let d(n) be the maximum difference between successive terms of this set. Specifically, let S C Z+ be defined as follows: n G 5 iff Ui(n) is a letter in (some occurrence) of n in u>i.
So if S = {ni, n2,...}, set d(r)) -max{nfc+i -nk, k = 1,2,...} which is finite since S is syndetic. If l(n) is the length of n (i.e., the number of letters in r¡), set p = l(r¡) + d(r¡). Then any subword of wi of length at least p must contain n. For any n > 1, write <t>n(oj) = (oj',oj"), where either oj' is the empty word or else oj' = (0,0,..., 0) consisting of all zeros, and oj" = (1,0,...).
We claim that 0n(w) (n > 1) cannot agree with wi in the first 2p + lp letters. If the length of oj' is at least p, this is obvious. So suppose oj' has length less than p. The number of letters which precede the first occurrence of a word oj^ in oj", for some k > p, is at most lp. This fact is an immediate consequence of the form (*) of oj. Thus, the first lp+p letters of oj" contain a block of p zeros, and hence 0n(w) cannot agree with wi in the first lp + 2p letters. Thus there is no sequence {nk} such that (¡>nk(oj) -» W!, so oji (£X.
As oj is recurrent and 0 + (oj) is dense in X, the set of recurrent points is dense and there are no wandering points. In fact, the set of recurrent points of (X, 0) is residual [6, Theorem 1.27].
11.4. EXAMPLE. This is an example of a dynamical system (Xi,0i) with Xi compact, 0i a homeomorphism, and such that the set of almost periodic points of Xi is not dense. Let (X, 0) be the dynamical system constructed in the previous example, and let (Xi,0i) be a covering system of (X,0). If Xi G Xi is almost periodic and p: Xi -y X is a continuous surjection with 0 o p = p o 0j then p(xi ) is an almost periodic point of X. Since the only periodic point of X is the (fixed) point ojq, it follows that any almost periodic point of Xi is contained in the inverse image P~1(ojo), and in particular such points are not dense in Xi.
11.5. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system. In [11] a point xo G X was called nearly recurrent if for every neighborhood V of xo there is a point xi G V such that {n: 0n(xi) G V} has infinite cardinality. Xo was called nearly periodic if, for every neighborhood V of x0, there is a point Xi G V such that {n: 0"(xi) G V} is syndetic.
PROPOSITION. Let (X,0) be a dynamical system. Then (a) // the set of wandering points of X is empty, then the set of nearly recurrent points of X is the closure of the set of recurrent points; (b) The set of nearly periodic points of X is the closure of the set of almost periodic points.
PROOF, (a) Since the set of nearly recurrent points is a closed invariant set whose complement is the set of wandering points, by hypothesis all points of X are nearly recurrent. If X is not compact, replace (X,0) by (Xi,0i), where Xi = X U {oo} is the one point compactification of X, and 0i(x) = 0(x), x G X, 0i(oo) = oo. Since 0 is onto, so is 0i. To see 0i is continuous, let x" -► oo. If 0(xn) did not approach oo, there would be a compact set K, an integer N and a subsequence (xn.) such that 0(x" ) G K, Uj > N. But since 0 is proper, 0_1(Ä') is compact, and xnj G 0_1(ri), Uj > N, a contradiction. Now by [6, Theorem 1.27 ], the set of nonrecurrent points is residual.
(b) Let xo G X be nearly periodic and V be a compact neighborhood of xoBy definition, there is a point xi G V such that the set S -{n: 4>n(xi) € V} is . Thus yo G <p~k(V) for some k, 0 < fc < d. Since yo is almost periodic, so is every point of 0+(yo), m particular <¡>k(yo). As <t>k(yo) G V, and V was an arbitrary compact neighborhood of xo, it follows that the almost periodic points are dense in the nearly periodic points.
In the context of group actions, Gottschalk and Hedlund have used the term regionally recurrent for what we have called nearly recurrent [7, 7.17 ]. Thus, if we were considering group actions instead of the semigroup Z+, part (a) of the proposition would follow from [7, Theorem 7.20 ].
11.6. There is a mistake in the proof of part (ii) of Theorem IV. 1 of [11] , and the "iff" in that statement should be replaced by "if". The question of necessary and sufficient conditions on the dynamical system for the semicrossed product to be semisimple is still open.
THEOREM. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system, and 2t = Z+ x^ Go(X) the associated semicrossed product. Then (i) 21 is semiprime iff the recurrent points of (X, <f>) are dense; (ii) 21 is semisimple if the almost periodic points of (X, 0) are dense; (iii) 21 is strongly semisimple iff the periodic points of (X, 0) are dense; (iv) The normed algebra Ä"(Z+,Go(X)) is semisimple iff the almost periodic points of (X, 0) are dense.
PROOF OF (iv). Let K be a compact neighborhood contained in the complement of the closure of the almost periodic points (equivalently, the complement of the nearly periodic points). The set J of all F G Ä"(Z+,Go(X)) whose Fourier coefficients are all supported on K is a left ideal in Jf(Z+,Go(X)).
Since the radical contains every right or left nil ideal [12, 2.3.5] , it follows that J belongs to the radical, since the calculation on the top of p. 528 of [11] shows precisely that every F G J is nilpotent. Thus the radical of Ä"(Z+,Go(X)) is nontrivial.
On the other hand, suppose every point of X is nearly periodic, and let R be the radical of K(Z+, Cq(X)). If K(X) denotes the continuous functions with compact
Fu G R and the Fourier coefficients of Fu have compact support if u G K(X); also if F t¿ 0, Fu will be nonzero for some u G K(X). Lemma III.2 shows that if F G R n K(Z+,K(X)), F = EÏ=o^*/fc, then Ukfk G Rf) K(Z+,K(X)) for all k = 0,1,... ,n. But then the calculation at the bottom of p. 528 of [11] shows that if F ^ 0, F cannot belong to any topologically nilpotent ideal. It follows from [12, Theorem 2.3.4] that the radical is trivial.
11.7. Next we give an example of a dynamical system (X, 0) such that the algebra K(Z+,Co(X))
is not semisimple. Let (X,0), (X!,0i) be the dynamical systems constructed in II.3, II.4 resp. In both cases, we saw that the almost periodic points were not dense. Thus, by Theorem II.6(iv), it follows that K(X,C(X)) and .ff(Xi,G(Xi))
are not semisimple algebras. Whether or not Z+ x¿ C(X) and Z+ X0, G(Xi) are semisimple is not clear. 11.9. A dynamical system (X, 0) is minimal if no proper closed subset is invariant under 0; equivalently, every orbit 0 + (x) is dense in X (x G X). We do not know any examples where X is noncompact.
If (X, 0) is a minimal dynamical system with X compact, we will say (X, 0) is compact minimal, and in that case every x G X is almost periodic. For any dynamical system (X, 0) with X compact, the set of almost periodic points is nonempty. If x is an almost periodic point of a dynamical system (X,0), its forward orbit closure 0+(x) is a minimal invariant closed subset of X [6, 1.4]. The following simple fact will be used later. If (X, 0) is a dynamical system such that the family {0™ : n = 1,2,...} is equicontinuous, then it is uniquely ergodic [4, Theorem 3.1] . But the converse is false, even if (X, 0) is compact minimal (e.g., let X = T2, the two-torus, and let 0 be the "skew product", <j>(z,w) = (e2™az,zw), a a fixed irrational [3, p. 52]). In general, a compact minimal dynamical system need not be uniquely ergodic.
III. Ideal structure.
ULI. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system, and let Bb(X) denote the bounded Borel functions on X. If F is an element of the algebra K[Z+, Bb(X)) generated by the operator U and B0(X), say F = Yln=o Un/" (fn G Bb(X)), the representations nx of §1 can be defined on K(Z+, Bb(X)) by the same formulas given earlier, and we set ||F|| = supieX ||nx(F)||. The completion Z+ x0 Bb(X) of K(Z+,Bb(S)) with respect to this norm is an operator algebra containing Z+ x¿ Go(X) as a (norm closed) subalgebra.
LEMMA. Let /it,rc, G Bb(X), l<i<m, and assume 777 777
J2\h-i(x)\2 < 1, ^|fc,(x)|2<l for all x G X.
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IfFi G Z+ x0 Bb(X), l<i<m, then || £*, hiFiki\\ < suPî{||F||}.
PROOF. Let G = J2?=i h*Fiki, and let 6»? G /J, f = (6,)SL0. ^ = fon)£=0> III.2. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system which has no periodic points; i.e., 0n(x) x , n = 1,2,..., all x & X. This is also expressed by saying that 0 acts freely. Let K(X) denote the continuous functions with compact support on X.
LEMMA. Given F G K(Z+,K(X)) and N G Z+ there exist m G Z+ and hi G K(X), l<i<m, such that, if F = ¿"=0 Ukfk, then £™ , /i^/i, o 0W = î/^/tV. 
Also, the statements are valid if uBb(X)" is substituted for "Go(X)".
PROOF. The automorphism rt, defined on Ä"(Z+,G0(X)) by Tt(Y,n=0Un fn) = J2n=oU"etntfni is isometric and hence extends to an automorphism of Z+ x¿ G0(X). Define Pn(F) by UnPn(f) = (l/2ir) /Q27r rt(F)e-int dt. It is shown in [10 and 11] that Pn has the required properties.
111.4. THEOREM. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system. Then 0 acts freely if and only if every closed, two sided ideal J C Z+ x$ Go(X) has the property FeJ implies UnPn(F) e J, n = 0,1,2,... .
PROOF. Assume 0 acts freely, and let J CZ+ x^ Go(X) be a closed, two sided ideal. Let F € J and u G Go(X) with compact support, 0 < u < 1. Now F G J implies Fu G J, and if the conclusion holds for Fu, viz., Pn(Fu) = Pn(F)u G J, n = 0,1,..., then Pn(F) G J. For let u run through an approximate identity for Go(X), and use the fact that J is closed.
Thus we assume F G J and there is a compact set K such that /" = Pn PROOF. Set Yn = Xn+i, n = 0,1,.... As (Xn)n=o satisfies (*) of III.5, so does (yn)£L0; let Ji be the corresponding ideal. If Unf G J\, that is, f\Yn = /|Xn+i = 0, then U(Unf) = Un+1f G J. Consequently, J2Ji C J, where J2 is the ideal generated by U; viz., J2 = U(Z+ x<j, Go(X)). As J is prime, either Ji C J or J2 C J. Suppose now that the sequence (Xn)^_0 is n°t constant; so for some TV, Xjv+i C XN but Xjv+i ^ XN. Let / G G0(X) be such that /|Xjv+i = 0, /|X;v is not identically zero. In that case, UN f G J±, but UN f & Ji is not contained in J. Hence J2 C J. The quotient map Z+ x0 C0(X) -* Z+ x^ C0(X)/J2 = G0(X) maps Z+ X0 Co(X) onto Go(X), and as J is a prime ideal in Z+ x^ Cq(X) which contains J2, its image is a prime ideal in Co(X). But the prime ideals in Go(X) are exactly the maximal ideals (of codimension one), so Xo consists of a single point, and X" = 0, n > 1.
If the sequence (Xn)£L0 is constant, so X" = Z for all n, then Z satisfies Z U 0(Z) C Z, so (¡>(Z) C Z and Z is a closed, invariant subset.
Notation. If an ideal J C Z+ x^ Go(X) is associated with a sequence (X")^,0> and Xn = Z for all n, we will write J ~ (Z).
111.7. PROPOSITION. Let (X,0) be a dynamical system, J C Z+ x¿ G0(X) a prime ideal such that J ~ (Z), Z C X o closed, invariant subset. Then (Z,<j>) is transitive; that is, there exists xo G Z such that Z = 0 + (xo).
PROOF. First we claim that the recurrent points are dense in Z, or equivalently (by Proposition II.5) that every point of Z is nearly recurrent. Let Xnr be the set of nearly recurrent points of X. If X\Xnr intersects Z, let / G Go(X) be such that /|X"r = 0, f\Z not identically zero. By [11, IV.4 ] Uf belongs to the prime radical of Z+ X0 Go(X), but Uf £ J. This contradiction establishes the claim.
Let Z'1) C Z be a closed, invariant subset with nonempty interior (with respect to Z). Then Z^ = (Z\Z^)~ is also invariant: for the recurrent points are dense in the open set Z\Z^\ hence are dense in Z'2' if Z'2' is nonempty. Suppose x G Z\ZW is recurrent; if 0(x) G Z(1) then by invariance of Z^\ 0"(x) G Z(1) for all n > 1. By recurrence there is a sequence {nk} such that 0n*(x) -* X, so x G Z^h This contradiction shows that the recurrent points form an invariant subset of Z*2', and since they are dense, Z^> is invariant.
Let Ji,J2 be ideals in Z+ x<¿, Go(X) associated with the constant sequences (Z^), (ZW), respectively. Now JXJ2 C Ji n J2 ~ (Z™ U Z<2)) = (Z), and since J is prime either Ji C J or J2 c J. That is, either Z C Z(1) or Z C Z(2). But ZW = (Z\ZW)-C Z\(intZ(x)), so Z<2> is properly contained in Z as intZ«1) / 0. Thus it must be that Z^1' = Z, and by Proposition II.8 (Z, <p) is topologically transitive, and any proper closed invariant subset must be nowhere dense.
111.8. PROPOSITION. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system such that 0 is free. Let Z C X be closed, invariant and transitive (so Z = 0 + (xo), some xo G X). then the ideal J ~ (Z) is prime in Z+ x$ Co(X).
PROOF. Let J\, J2 be closed, two sided ideals in Z+x^Cq(X) such that JiJ2 c J. By Theorem III.5 there are sequences (yn(1))^=0 ~ Ji and (Y"(2))£L0 ~ J2. Fix nj,n2 G Z+ and let f,g G G0(X) be such that {x: f(x) = 0} = Y^], {x: g(x) = 0} = y"(22). Then Uni f G Ju Un*g G J2, and so for any k G Z+, UnifUkUn2g = E/"1+"2+*:/o0fc+n2o G J. This means /o0fc+n2o vanishes on Z. Suppose there is a transitive point Xi (i.e., 0 + (xi) = Z) such that g(xi) / 0. Then /o0fc+"2(xi) = 0, so 0fc+n2(xi) G Y$ for all k > 0. Since xj is recurrent, 0 + (x7) = 0 + (0"2(xT)) = Z, and so Z C Y^ ■ On the other hand, if g(x) = 0 for every transitive point x € Z, since by Proposition II.8 the transitive points are dense, it follows g vanishes on Z, and so Z C Yn2 . Thus, for every n, either Z C yn or Z C Yn , and hence, either Z C yn for infinitely many n or else Z C Yn for finitely many n. Say Z C Yn for infinitely many n. As 1^ C yjj?, U 4>(Y^+\) C y"(1), it follows Z c y"(1) for all n, and hence Ji C J. In the other case we conclude J2 C J. Thus J is prime.
111.9. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system, and set 21 = Z+ x,¿,Go(X). A closed, two PROPOSITION. Let (X,<j>) be a dynamical system, and Z C X a compact minimal invariant subset. If J C Z+ x^ Go(X) is the closed two sided ideal associated with the constant sequence (Z), then J is right primitive.
III.ll. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system with 0 freely acting. We summarize the results from this section regarding the maximal, primitive and prime ideals of Z+x0Go(X).
THEOREM, (i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal two sided ideals J of Z+ x<¡, Co(X) and the points of X as follows: J corresponds to xGXiffJ-(Yn)~ 0> with y0 = {x}, Y" = 0, n > 1.
(ii) There is a one-to-one mapping from the compact minimal invariant subsets Z C X into the (right) primitive ideals JofZ+x^ Go(X) as follows: Z \~* J if J = {F G Z+ x0 Go(X) : Pn(F)\ Z = 0, n = 0,1,2,... }.
(iii) There is a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideals J C Z+ x^,Go(X) which are not maximal, and closed, invariant transitive sets Z C X as follows: J ~ (Z) iff J = {F G Z+ x* G0(X) : P"(F)|Z = 0, n = 0,1,...}.
III.12. We conclude this section with some remarks concerning the hull-kernel topology on the various spaces of ideals. Effros and Hahn [5] showed that if 0 is a freely acting homeomorphism of a locally compact space X, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the primitive ideals of the G*-crossed product Z x^ Go(X) and the set of orbit closures in X. In their case, the orbit was two sided: 0(x) = {0n(x): n G Z}. Define a map p from X to the collection of closed orbits by p(x) = 0(x). Then p(X), provided with the quotient topology, is homeomorphic with Prim(Z x0 G0(X)).
The results for Z+ x^, Go(X) are similar, through somewhat more complicated to state. Let 0 be freely acting. The correspondence described in IILll(i) is a homeomorphism of X with the space of maximal, two sided ideals (i.e., the strong structure space) of Z+ x¿ Go(X). This was proved in [11, IV.8] PROOF. Since K(Z+,C0(X)) is dense in 21, given F G 21 and e > 0 there exists G G K(Z+,C0(X)) such that ||F -G|| < e. By [11, II.7 ] the norm of an element of 21 is not less than the norms of any of its Fourier coefficients. If G = £,-=0 U%gi, then for n > TV the nth Fourier coefficient of F -G is /", and ||/"|| < ||F -G|| < e.
By the Lemma, 21 is a subspace of the Banach space co(Go(X)) of sequences (fn)n°=o of functions in G0(X), with lim ||/n|| = 0. Thus, /i(G0(X))c2lCc0(Go(X)). As observed in [11, IV.3] , the endomorphism a of Go(X), a(f) = f o 0, admits an extension to an endomorphism of the Banach algebra 21; this extension will also be denoted by a. For F = J2n=o Unfn G K(Z+,C0(X)), a(F) = £^=0 Unfn ° 0.
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It would be interesting to know if the ideals R^ (0 < |A| < 1) are the only maximal, a-invariant right ideals in 21. In conclusion we will show, under the additional assumption of unique ergodicity, that this is in fact the case.
V.5. The proof of Proposition III. 10 can now be given. Let (X, 0) be a dynamical system and Z C X be a compact minimal invariant subset, and let J be the closed two sided ideal in Z+ x¿ Go(X), J ~ (Z) (Notation III.6). Let j: Z+ xĈ q(X) -y Z+ X0 C(Z) be the canonical map (see [11, 11.12] ), which is defined on the subalgebra K(Z+,C0(X)) by j(E%=0 Unfn) = En=o^nfn, where fn = fn\Z. The image of i contains i>:(Z+,G(Z)), kerj = J, and ||j'(F)|| < ||F|| for F G Z+ x0 G0(X). Since by Theorem V.4 there exist faithful right Z+ x0 C(Z)-modules such that the subalgebra K(Z+ ,C(Z)) acts strictly transitively, it follows that J is a (right) primitive ideal in Z+ x^ (X).
V.6. Assume that the dynamical system (X, 0) is transitive and X is compact.
Let 21 = Z+ X0 C(X) and 2lo be the subalgebra generated by {1,U}. 2lo is a commutative Banach algebra; it is the subalgebra of all F G 21 whose Fourier coefficients are all constant functions.
PROPOSITION. 2lo C 21 is a maximal abelian subalgebra.
PROOF. Let F G 2tbe such that FU = UF. If F = £~=0 Unfn, then /no0 = /". This means that /" is constant on each orbit 0 + (x). Since (X, 0) is transitive, there exists Xo G X with 0 + (xq) = X. Thus /" is constant, n = 0,1,..., and F G 2lo.
V.7. The disk algebra is the commutative Banach algebra of continuous functions on the closed unit disk {z G C: |¿| < 1} which are holomorphic in the interior. For the next result, we need only assume X is compact. As before, 21 = Z+ x^, C(X) and 2lo is the closed subalgebra generated by {1, U}.
PROPOSITION. The mapping which takes an element F G 2lo with Fourier series Yln°=o Un°n to the analytic function with power series £^L0 CnZn ÎS an isometric Banach algebra isomorphism of 2lo with the disk algebra.
PROOF. Since for any F G 2lo, the norms ||nx(F)|| (x G X) all coincide, 2lo is naturally isomorphic with Z+ x$ C(X0) where Xo consists of a single point and 00 is the identity map. Now Z+ X0O G(Xo) is the disk algebra [11, Theorem III.2 (case fc0 = 1)], and apply [11, Corollary 11.10] .
Note. It would not be hard to give a direct proof of the proposition. V.8. Assume that (X, 0) is a compact minimal dynamical system which is uniquely ergodic. Let oj be the unique invariant probability measure on X. For / € C(X), the averages [/ + /o0 + ---+ /o 0™]/(n + 1) converge uniformly to a constant, which is fxfdoj [6, Theorem 2.3.5]. Define Qn: K(Z+,C(X)) -7 K(Z+, C(X)) by Q"(F) = ££=0 afc(F)/(n+1). Since a is a contraction, so is Qn.
If F = Ef=oUjfj, Qn(F) = EÎLo&Qnifj), and since {Qn(/¿)}SL0 converges uniformly, 0 < j < N, {Qn(F)}%L0 converges in the norm of 21 = Z+ x0 C(X).
Denote the limit of the sequence {Q"(F)}£L0 bv pK Now let F G 21 and e > 0 be given. If G G K(Z+,C(X)) is such that ||F -G|| < e, and M G Z+ such that n>M implies \\Qn(G) -Gö|| < e, then \\Qn(F) -G»|| < ||Q"(F -G)\\ + \\Qn(G) -G«|| < 2s, and so ||Q"(F) -Qm(F)|| < 4e, n,m>M. As a(G") = G", it follows \\ak(Qn)(F)-Qn(F)\\<4e, fc = 0,l,....
Thus the sequence {Qn(F)}^>=0 is Cauchy in 21, and its limit is a-invariant, and consequently belongs to the subalgebra 2lo generated by {1,E/}. Denote the limit by F".
PROPOSITION. The operator |j: 21 -► 2lo has the following properties:
(i) ||F»|| < ||F||;
(ii) (I t'a a linear projection; (iii) F" belongs to the closed convex hull of {an(F)}'no=0;
(iv) // F G 21 and G G 2to, then (FG)* = F*G, and (GF)* = GF*. PROOF, (i) By Proposition V.6(iv), R* is an ideal in %. If F G R, F" is in the closed convex hull of {a"(F)}£°=0 C R, so F" G R D2lo. Thus R* C R nHo. Since tt is a projection, R [~l2lo = (R (1%)* C £". PROOF. Let Alo 7j £" be a maximal ideal in 2lo. By Proposition B, A[0 is a maximal a-invariant right ideal, and since Alo -j (£")~ = R (Corollary C), it follows that Alo = £. Therefore Alo = (Alo)" = £" is maximal.
E. SUMMARY. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set Ra of maximal a-invariant right ideals of 21, and the set M of maximal ideals of 2lo, given by R G Ila_y^ R* € M and AlGM^AlGPa.
V.10. Assume (X, 0) is compact, minimal, free and uniquely ergodic.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use LEMMA. Each 7 G 21J extends to a unique +a-invariant element Y of%*.
PROOF. Let T, T' G 21* be +a-invariant, and suppose (r, G) = (Y1, G) for all G G 21q. If F G 21, (r,F) = (r,Qn(F)> by invariance, hence (T,F) = (r,F») (cf. V.6). Since the same holds for Y', we have (I\ F) = (r, F") = (r', F") = (r, F») = (r', F).
Thus, the restriction map from the subspace of + a-invariant elements of 21* to 21*, is injective. To see that it is surjective, let 7 G 21*,; by the Hahn-Banach Theorem there is a Ti G 21* such that r,|2lo = 7. Define T G 21* by (r,F) = (I^F"}. As T = Ti = 7 on 2lo, and Y is + a-invariant, we are done.
By V.7, 2lo can be identified with the disk algebra, and so if G G 2lo we will PROOF. The second statement is Corollary V.4. Let R be a maximal a-invariant right ideal. By V.8, £" is a maximal ideal in the disk algebra, so £" is the kernel of the evaluation map at some A in the closed unit disk [9, p. 87, Corollary] . As the functional 7a : G G 2lo -» G(A) belongs to £"x, it follows that r<A> c Rx. Since £(A'X is the smallest closed G(X)-submodule of 21* containing T'A', and R^^1-is + a-invariant, the minimality R1-forces R1-= £(A'X, or R -R(x\ It remains only to show that R^ is not maximal among all right ideals (although it is a maximal element in the collection of all a-invariant right ideals). Let F G 21, F = Hn=ounfn\ now (rx0),F) = /o(x), and F G R™ iff F G kerrx0) for ail x G X, iff /o = 0. Thus £(0) = ¿721. Since, for each x G X, kerrx0) is a maximal two sided ideal (of codimension one) which properly contains R(°\ £'0' is not a maximal right ideal.
V.U. Suppose 21 is a Banach algebra with endomorphism a; let us say that a acts on a right 2l-module M if M is isomorphic with 21/ R, where R is an a-invariant right ideal.
Suppose (X, 0) is a dynamical system and Z C X is a compact minimal invariant subset. If 0_1(Z) = Z and J ~ (Z), then by Corollary IV.l, Z+ x¿ C0(X)/J is isomorphic with Z+ x^ G(Z), so there is a bijective correspondence between the maximal invariant right ideals of Z+ x^ Go(X) which contain J and those of Z+ x<¿ C(Z). If, in addition, (X, 0) is free and (Z, 0) is uniquely ergodic, Theorem V.9 gives a complete classification of the irreducible right Z+ x$ Go(X)-modules on which a acts, with kernel J. Unfortunately, these methods do not yield a classification in the case of an arbitrary right primitive ideal J.
